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Abstract— Endovascular catheterization is an intervention which
offers a low risk alternative to open surgery in many patients.
Today’s interventions rely heavily on fluoroscopic imaging to guide
interventionalists. Fluoroscopy only produces 2D visualization of
the catheter and also exposes both the patient and interven-
tionalists to harmful radiation. Different approaches have been
proposed to overcome the limitations of fluoroscopy. Fiber Bragg
Grating (FBG)-based shape sensing is becoming popular to re-
construct the catheter shape. Multi-core fibers with parallel optical
cores are interesting as they allow 3D shape reconstruction with
a single fiber. A common issue with FBG-based shape sensing
is its sensitivity to variations in twist. Even small amounts of
twist can significantly impact the overall shape reconstruction
accuracy. This work proposes a novel approach which combines
electromagnetic tracking (EMT), FBG-based shape sensing, and sparse fluoroscopic images. The method provides real-
time 3D visualization of the catheter without the need of continuous fluoroscopy. A unique feature of the proposed
method is the selective use of imaging for dynamic twist-compensation of the FBG sensor. The proposed sensor-fusion
method improved 3D reconstruction accuracy. Real-world in-vitro experiments promising results. For a catheter with an
embedded fiber length of 170 mm, the proposed approach the 3D shape with a median root-mean-square (rms) error of
0.39 mm and an interquartile range of 0.10 mm in the 2D experiment in which the catheter was bent in a plane. A median
rms error of 0.54 mm and an interquartile range of 0.07 mm were achieved in the 3D experiments.

Index Terms— Catheter, shape reconstruction, electromagnetic, Fiber Bragg Grating, dynamic twist.

I. INTRODUCTION

C
ATHETER shape reconstruction has received consider-

able attention due to potential to offer guidance to

interventionalists. Research in catheter shape estimation can be

classified into three groups: model-based approaches, sensor-

based approaches and the combination of the two, that we

will refer as fusion approaches. The first group models the

kinematic or dynamic behavior of catheters in different kinds
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of environments which may also be modeled. The performance

of model-based approaches heavily relies on the accuracy of

the modeling procedure. However, accurate models are highly

complex and computationally intensive, which their intra-

operative use. , models are designed for specific anatomy

and/or a specific instrument, thus limiting the applicability to

other patients or instruments without undergoing serious addi-

tional modeling efforts. Different sensing modalities based on

fluoroscopy, (EMT) or optical fibers have been proposed for

catheter localization and shape sensing in the so-called sensor-

based approaches. Unfortunately, each sensor modality suffers

from drawbacks. Fluoroscopy only provides 2D visualization.

This means that interventionalists have to correlate in their

mind the 2D catheter with a 3D representation of the patient’s

anatomy. Biplanar fluoroscopy systems give interventionalists

2D images from two different angles. Wagner et al. proposed

a method to reconstruct the 3D shape of an instrument

during the procedure [1]. While this is an appealing method,

radiation remains a problem. In fact, biplane imaging leads

to higher radiation doses compared to monoplane fluoroscopy

[2]. Several proposed to embed multiple EMT sensors along

the catheter to track the position and to reconstruct the
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shape [3] [4]. The small size of EMT sensors allows their

integration in flexible instruments with limited effect on the

overall mechanical behavior of said instruments. However,

EMT comes with some particular problems that complicate

their adoption in clinical practice. Firstly, EMT systems do not

offer uniform accuracy over the tracking volume. A second

important disadvantage follows from their sensitivity to the

presence of metallic or ferromagnetic materials. These mate-

rials will distort the electromagnetic field that is maintained

by the EMT-generator. This distortion has a direct impact

on the achievable estimation accuracy. Shape sensing based

on optical fibers is becoming popular lately [5]–[8]. Intuitive

(California, United States) developed a fiber optic based shape

sensor technology to provide interventionalists with a precise

shape of the catheter throughout the navigation during the

bronchoscopy. However, FBGs suffer from spectral distortion

upon bending. . The resulting integration errors can cause quite

significant deviations [13]. A major challenge so far using

FBGs in shape sensing has been that FBG fibers or multi-

core fibers cannot distinguish strain induced by twisting from

strain induced by bending. To avoid this ambiguity, catheters

are normally made from torsionally stiff elements to prevent

torsion in the FBG. In practice, it is very difficult to design a

catheter that protects the fiber completely from torsion. Given

that even small amounts of twist have a large impact on the

overall shape accuracy, the twist is considered one of the most

important challenges to achieve precise shape reconstruction.

Nevertheless, FBG-based shape sensing has been reported to

have promising accuracy catheter shape sensing with an

average error of 1.13 mm and maximum error of 2.11 mm

in [5] and 0.70 mm and 2.52 mm in [7]. To measure these

errors, the ground truth shape and the reconstructed shape were

first aligned by iterative closest point algorithm [14]. Then,

the errors were calculated by averaging distance between

correspondent points of ground truth and reconstructed shape.

However, in these works the absolute positioning, nor the error

introduced by unmodeled twist has not been addressed, thus

leaving space for improvement. Sensor fusion methods have

been developed to overcome issues of pure model-based or

pure sensor-based approaches. Dore et al. proposed a method

to fuse electromagnetic tracking (EMT) with physically-based

simulation [15]. The EMT sensor data and the estimated shape

that was reconstructed by a catheter insertion model were com-

bined to get a better shape estimation. The method from Dore

et al. requires a pre-operative model of the patient’s anatomy

that needs to be aligned with the real patient’s anatomy in a

tedious registration procedure. Tran et al. fused the 3D shape

from EMT sensors with fluoroscopic images [4]. By solving

an optimization problem to maximize the correspondence

between the 3D shape and the 2D shape in the image, the

shape sensing accuracy was improved. In this approach, the

initial shape reconstructed from the discrete EMT sensors.

The nonuniformity in tracking accuracy of the EMT system

affect the initial shape estimation and could lead to failure in

solving the optimization problem. , a large amount of EMT

sensors are necessary to obtain a sufficiently accurate shape

model. Overall, this makes the catheter complex, expensive

and fragile. Azizian proposed to use a Kalman filter to fuse

EMT with X-ray images [16]. Alambeigi et al. introduced a

stochastic algorithm to combine EMT and FBG to improve the

tracking accuracy of unmodeled continuum manipulators [17].

While interesting Azizian’s and Alambeigi’s methods only

focus on tracking the tip of the catheter where the entire shape

is of interest in clinical applications. Zhang et al. proposed

to fuse FBG shape sensing with stereo vision [18]. Although

excellent accuracy was reported in Zhang’s work (absolute

position error of 0.67±0.07 mm) stereo vision is typically not

available in cardiovascular applications.

To overcome the shortcomings of the above-mentioned

approaches, this work proposes a novel technique that makes

use of EMT, FBG-based shape sensing and fluoroscopy. Com-

pared to prior works, the proposed method allows drastically

minimizing the use of fluoroscopy. The use of FBG sensors

to estimate the catheter shape does not only help reduce

safety problems arising from fluoroscopy imaging, it also

provides a dense real-time 3D representation of the catheter

shape, thus reducing the number of required embedded EMT

sensors. In this work, only 2 EMT sensors are needed keeping

the construction of the catheter fairly simple. The two EMT

sensors and FBG fiber a limited effect on the overall stiffness

of the catheter. By incorporating EMT sensors in the catheter,

the reconstructed shape from FBG-based shape sensing can

be localized in an external reference frame namely the EMT

coordinate system. The combined EMT - FBG sensing could

in theory suffice to estimate the full shape assuming that the

shape provided by the FBGs is always correct, thus without

error induced by twist. The main contribution of this work is

exactly to solve the errors induced by catheter twist. A novel

method that makes minimal use of fluoroscopy and fuses this

with EMT and FBG is hetero developed. :

• a method for integrating a multi-core fiber and EMT

sensors into a catheter and producing an absolute catheter

shape expressed in the EMT coordinate system,

• an EMT - FBG co-registration method that derives the

correspondence between the shape and the measured pose

of the EMT sensors without the need of additional CT

scan as suggested in [19],

• a method to fuse the FBG-based shape estimates with

fluoroscopic images to estimate and compensate for the

dynamic twist throughout the procedure.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II shows the design

of our catheter followed by the proposed fusion framework

which is described in Section III. Section IV outlines the setup

that has been built to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed

method. on 2D and 3D shapes for dynamic configurations

with ground truth data are presented in Section IV. Section

V concludes the paper summarizing the main results and

sketching directions for future work.

II. PLATFORM DESIGN

To prove the feasibility of our approach, an experimental

platform has been built as shown in Fig. 1. The setup con-

sists of 4 modules: an interrogator (FBG-Scan 804, FBGS,

Geel, Belgium) for measuring FBG sensors 1 , a custom-

made guiding sheath with EMT sensors and integrated optical
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Fig. 1. Experimental platform which includes FBG interrogator for
shape sensing and EMT system to localize the sensorized catheter in
a fixed coordinate frame. X-ray image is incorporated to improve the
shape sensing accuracy.

fiber that represents the interventional catheter 2 , a table-top

NDI Aurora EMT system 3 (Northern Digital Inc., Ontario,

Canada) and fluoroscopic system 4 . An 8.5 F Destino bi-

directional steerable guiding sheath (Oscor, Düsseldorf, Ger-

many) was prepared with two embedded 6-DOFs NDI Aurora

EMT sensors. The first EMT sensor was approximately located

at 5 mm from the catheter tip. The second EMT sensor was

placed approximately at 170 mm from the tip EMT sensor.

The physical length of an 6-DOFs EMT sensor is 0.8 mm×
0.9 mm, but the manufacturer does not provide the exact

location on the sensor that is measured. The co-registration

step described in sec. III-B, is established to find out exactly

where the measurement locations are on the EMT sensors and

the correspondence between the measured locations and the

reconstructed shape. A 250µm four-core fiber consisting of 68

FBGs from FBGS (Geel, Belgium) is integrated the catheter.

Each core contains 17 gratings distributed 10 mm apart from

each other. Each grating has a different center wavelength. The

length of each FBG sensor is 4 mm. Two 3D printed (Vero

White RGD835 by Stratasys) were used to hold the four-core

fiber in the center. Figure 2 shows how the 2 EMT sensors

are positioned relative to the catheter body.

III. FUSION FRAMEWORK FOR DYNAMIC TWIST

COMPENSATION

The underlying idea of the proposed framework consists

of online estimating the strain induced by the dynamic twist

(εTwist) and compensating for twist by subtracting the twist-

induced strain from the measured wavelength shift. Figure 3

shows the overall flowchart of the proposed framework. The

shape reconstruction algorithm starts by measuring the wave-

length shift. The strains of the outer cores εi∈{1,2,3} are

updated by subtracting the central core strain and the twist-

induced strain εTwist. The newly calculated strains are then in-

terpolated and used to reconstruct the 3D shape of the catheter.

After that, the 3D shape is localized in the EMT coordinate

frame. This is done by incorporating the information from the
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the proposed catheter design. The catheter is
equipped with two EMT sensors. A multi-core optical fiber is fixed to the
center channel by two 3D printed fixtures.
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Fig. 3. Overall flowchart of the fusion framework. The twist-induced
strain is figured out by fusing the FBG-based shape estimate with 2D
images. The calculated strain will be used to compensate for the twist
until new image is available.

2 EMT sensors. The FBG-based shape reconstruction method

and the spatial calibration that is conducted to localize the

catheter shape in the EMT coordinate system are described in

sec. III-A and sec. III-B, respectively. In case there is a new

fluoroscopic image available, the twist estimation process is

carried out to update the estimate of the dynamic twist-induced

strain. The fusion framework uses the shape reconstructed

from the FBG and EMT as an initial estimate. A method

originally introduced by Chang et al. [20] (summarized in

sec. III-D) is then used to track the catheter shape in the 2D

fluoroscopic image plane departing from the shape that was

estimated in the previous step. Next, an optimization problem

is solved. The dynamic twist εTwist is found as the value that

makes the reconstructed shape correspond maximally to the

shape detected in the 2D fluoroscopic image. This optimization

problem is detailed in sec. III-E. Based upon the updated twist,

an improved 3D shape estimate is then computed and so on.

It is important to note that the optimization also improves the

shape sensing at moments when no new fluoroscopic images

are produced.

A. FBG-based shape reconstruction

FBGs are distributed Bragg reflectors that reflect a narrow

band of the spectrum of incoming light while the belonging to
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other ranges are lossless transmitted. When multiple gratings

are used, typically each their own reflected wavelength. The

gratings are fabricated in such a manner that each central

wavelength is separated sufficiently far from the other. The

reflected light from one grating can therefore be distinguished

easily from the light that is reflected by the other gratings. The

reflected spectrum of one grating changes due to temperature

variation, mechanical strain or torsion (twist) applied on the

optical fiber. An interrogator connected to the optical fiber

measures the central wavelength of the reflected light. Based

on the computed wavelength shift, the instantaneous curvature

is then estimated. A curvature-strain model which relates the

fiber strain and the curvature is described as

ε0 = εTemp + εAxial, (1)

εi∈{1,2,3} = εBendi
+ εTwist + εTemp + εAxial, (2)

εBendi
= −κrcos(θb −

3π

2
− θi). (3)

where ε0 is the strain in the central core and ε1, ε2 and ε3 are

the strain in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd core in the case of a four-core

fiber. The parameter r is the distance from each outer core to

the central core, θi is the angle of ith core with respect to the x-

axis as shown in Fig. 4(b) (e.g. θi could be -30◦, 90◦ and 210◦

in the four-core fiber), κ is the curvature and θb is the direction

of the bending plane. The strain due to temperature εTemp and

the axial strain εAxial due to a longitudinal load aligned to

the fiber longitudinal axis can be known by measuring the

wavelength shift in the central core when it is assumed to

with the neutral line of the fiber. The bend-induced strain

of the ith core is εBendi
. The twist-induced strain εTwist is

incorporated into the curvature-strain model of (2) to take into

account the effect of varying applied on the catheter during

the procedure. Hypothesizing that the fiber has an ideal elastic

behavior, plane sections remain plane at all times, radii remain

straight and cross-sections remain plane and circular, Saint-

Venant’s Torsion Theory can be applied for the optical fiber.

The twist-induced strain varies linearly with r. In other words,

the twist is proportional to the radial distance. So at the neutral

line (and central core), the twist is zero, and at each core which

is assumed to be located at the same distance from the neutral

line, it is thus equal. Traditionally, εi∈{1,2,3}−(εTemp+εAxial)
is used to compute κ and θb in (3), but if εTwist is not excluded

this will give rise to an error on both κ and θb. Numerical

method can be suggested to solve the set of equation (1)-(3).

However, since this is an ill-conditioned problem, the twist-

induced strain estimation process, described in sec. III-E is

derived to address this problem.

The shape reconstruction based on FBGs relies on curvature

and torsion estimated at the discrete grating locations. A

typical FBG-based shape reconstruction process, as described

in [7], consists of the following steps:

1) wavelength shift measurement;

2) strain computation over each core (in this case 18);

3) strain interpolation for all discrete points;

4) curvature and bending angle computation;

5) space curve shape reconstruction.

After these steps, a shape is thus obtained. At this point, this

shape is relative to the first grating. To determine where this 1st

grating and the remaining shape lie in space, a co-registration

with EMT must be conducted. This method is explained in

the next section.

B. EMT - FBG co-registration

The pose of each EMT sensor in the EMT coordinate frame

is defined as

Te =

[

Re
3×3 pe

3×1

01×3 1

]

, (4)

where Re = [xe ye ze] is a 3×3 rotation matrix and pe

describes the current position of the EMT sensor. Both are

expressed relative to a coordinate frame {e} that is fixed to

the EMT generator which serves as world reference frame in

this work. The relation between the different coordinate frames

is shown in Fig. 4(a).

The 3D shape of the catheter is reconstructed by the method

of sec. III-A. The reconstructed shape in reference frame {f}
fixedly attached to the first FBG grating is expressed as a set

of n points Sf = [s1 s2 . . . sn] where si is the coordinate

of each point together with a set of tangent vectors Vf =
[v1 v2 ... vn] where vi is the tangent vector at the point

si. A spatial calibration step needs to be carried out to find

the correspondence between the measured shape Sf and the

measured pose Te of the base and tip EMT sensors.

Jäckle et al. used computer tomography (CT) scans and op-

tical markers together with a point-based registration algorithm

to align the reconstructed shape Sf to the segmented catheter

shape in the CT scan [19]. Afterward, the corresponding

arc length of tip (lTip) and base (lBase) EMT sensor were

manually obtained. In this paper, we propose a procedure that

uses only the reconstructed shape from FBG together with

the poses from 2 EMT sensors to conduct the co-registration.

For this co-registration, the catheter with 2 EMT sensors and

multi-core FBG fiber is fixed at the base at the level of the

proximal EMT sensor and is subsequently bent on a plane in

2 configurations. Here, it is important that the configuration

should be symmetric relative to the straight configuration as

shown in Fig. 5(a). Since the FBG-based shape reconstruction

method provides the 3D shape of the catheter, the distance

between each corresponding point at a given arc length l

along the fiber can be measured. This distance can be set

out for each point along the length of the catheter. Also, the

Euclidean distance between the tip EMT sensor pose can be

calculated in the 2 configurations. By comparing the traveled

EMT distance with the interpolated distance traveled by the

fiber, the corresponding arc length lTip of the tip EMT sensor

relative to the FBG grating can be determined. The distance

between the tip and the base EMT sensor can be measured in a

straight configuration, as distance between two EMT sensors

positions. From the tip position of the catheter in the straight

configuration, the length lTip and the space between two EMT

sensors, the arc length of the base EMT sensor relative to {f},

lBase can then be estimated.

Note that while we assume that the EMT sensors are aligned

parallel to the catheter’s centerline, the EMT sensors are
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Fig. 4. a) Relationship between EMT coordinate frame {e} and fixed
coordinated frame {f} that is attached to the first FBG grating; b) cross
sectional view at the tip of the catheter view of a four-core fiber.

generally not collinear to that centerline. Therefore for each

EMT sensor j where j can be the base or the tip EMT sensor,

a calibration step is needed to find the transformation matrix

TCalib to transform the relative position of this EMT sensor

to the centerline:
[

se

1

]

= TCalib

[

pe

1

]

(5)

where

RCalib = ReRotz(α) =
[

xCalib yCalib zCalib

]

, (6)

which gives xCalib that is used to find the transformation

TCalib =

[

I3×3 dxCalib

0 1

]

. (7)

The angle between the x-axis of the EMT sensor and the vector

from pe to se is defined as α. Note that d in (7) is the distance

from the EMT sensor to the centerline. The relation between

these parameters can be seen in Fig. 4(b). To estimate TCalib

as explained next, the catheter in a straight configuration will

be rotated about its axis. A straight 3D printed tube that has an

inner diameter of 4.2 mm (same as the outer diameter of the

catheter sheath) was made and fixed on top of the EMT field

generator. In such case the catheter sheath was inserted into

the 3D tube and rotated, making sure that only pure rotation

was achieved. The position measurements pe from each EMT

sensor should follow a circular pattern with center Ce. An

optimization problem can then be formulated to find α and d

by minimizing the following cost function

argmin
dj ,αj

1

n

n
∑

i=1

(

pe
i j − sei j

)

j∈{Base, T ip}, (8)

where n is the number of position samples gathered during

rotating the catheter around its axis for each EMT sensor.

To localize the position of the catheter’s shape reconstructed

by FBG in the EMT coordinate, a method to register two

coordinate frames proposed by Horn is used [21]. Four shape

points in the fixed shape sensing coordinate relative to the first

FBG grating {f}:

Nf = {sfBase, s
f
Base + v

f
Base, s

f
T ip, s

f
T ip + v

f
T ip}, (9)
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Fig. 5. a) 3D shape reconstruction of 2 configurations in fixed FBG co-
ordinate, b) blue points show the distance between each corresponding
point at a given arc length l along the fiber in the 1st configuration and
2nd configuration, red point is the measured point of the tip EMT sensor.

together with their corresponding points in the EMT frame

{e}:

Ne = {seBase, s
e
Base + ve

Base, s
e
T ip, s

e
T ip + ve

T ip} (10)

are used to localize the catheter shape Se in the EMT frame. A

rigid transformation matrix e
fT to transform the catheter shape

in the fixed shape sensing coordinate to the EMT coordinate

calculated with the registration method between 2 frames

proposed by [21].

Se =e
fT Sf (11)

C. B-spline centerline model

The catheter shape is represented by a B-spline curve to

limit the shape space and decrease the high dimensionality

as shown in [20]. This model-based catheter representation

also makes the shape detection in the 2D image more robust

and able to deal with noise and missing measurements (e.g.

part of the catheter is occluded). The standard basis function

representation of a B-spline curve of degree k−1 is given by:

b(t) =
n
∑

i=1

CiBi,k(t), (12)

where Ci ∈ R
N are the n control points and Bi,k(t) are basis

functions which can be derived by the De Boor-Cox recursive

formula [22]. This work uses three-dimensional (N = 3)

cubic open B-splines with degree 3 (k = 4) which are C
2

continuously differentiable functions. For a cubic B-spline

curve with four control points [Ci−1,Ci,Ci+1,Ci+2], the

local cubic B-spline can be defined as:

bi(t)=
1

6

[

t3 t2 t1 t0
]









−1 3 −3 1
3 −6 3 0
−3 0 3 0
1 4 1 0

















Ci−1

Ci

Ci+1

Ci+2









. (13)

The sampling parameter t ∈ [0, 1] is uniformly distributed for

point interpolation. For point interpolation, a clamped cubic B-

spline has Cj∈−2,...,n+3 and at the boundary C1=Cj<1 and

Cn=Cj>n. Instead of fitting the B-spline curve to a number

of control points, the knot-driven B-spline representation is

used to have better local control [22] in order to perform

optimisation for region-based pixel-wise posterior. Given a set
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of knot points Ki, the control points for a clamped cubic B-

spline can be found by:
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K1

...

Kn






, (14)

with n>4. The number of control points and knot points are

equal for the inverse transform and due to the clamp, K1=C1

and Kn=Cn hold at the boundary.

D. Catheter tracking in 2D image

Several methods have been reported to register EMT track-

ing system and fluoroscopy [23], [24]. From this registration

process, it is possible to compute a projection matrix that

can be used to project the 3D shape expressed in the EMT

coordinate frame in the image plane Ω of the fluoroscope.

For the sake of brevity, we assumed that one of the above

methods has been applied and that the projection matrix is

known. The B-spline tube model in the 2D image Ω can

thus be defined by a set of knot points sampling from the

estimated shape from FBG followed by projecting to the

2D image plane. Then, the corresponding control points can

be calculated by (14) and interpolated via (13) to obtain a

B-spline representation of the shape projected in the image

plane. Currently, the estimated shape of the catheter in the

image plane is represented by B-spline center-line model.

However, the shape of the catheter captured by the fluoroscope

is normally seen as a contour. Thus, a B-spline tube model

ci(t) is defined from the centerline model to track the catheter

shape in the 2D image plane

ci∈{1,...,n}(t) = bi(t)±R

[

0 1
−1 0

]

Ŵi(t), (15)

where n is the number of knot points sampled from the

estimated shape by the FBG, Ŵi = Wi

‖Wi‖
and Wi = ∂bi

∂t

is the tangent vector at the point bi(t). The radius of the

tube is set as radius . Since the tube has the same geometrical

dimensions and is projected into the image plane with a known

scale factor (this can be known by registration process of

EMT and fluoroscopy). The radius can be chosen based on

the radius of the catheter. An example of the proposed B-

spline tube model in the 2D image plane is shown in Fig. 6.

The contour c={c1, ..., cn} delimits the foreground Ωf and

background Ωb regions. These two regions are associated to

the non-parametric foreground and background appearance

models P (y|Mf ) and P (y|Mb), respectively where y repre-

sents the pixel value at pixel position x in the image coordinate

frame. M = {Mf ,Mb} is a model parameter that indicates

either foreground or background.

The pixel-wise posteriors P (c|Ω) is the probability of the

catheter contour c given all pixel data Ω. According to [20], the

joint probability for a single pixel given by the joint graphical

model shown in Fig. 6(e) can be found as

P (x,y, c,M) = P (x|c,M)P (y|M)P (M)P (c). (16)

Equation (16) is now divided by:

P (y) = P (y|Mf )P (Mf ) + P (y|Mb)P (Mb) (17)

to give:

P (x, c,M |y) = P (x|c,M)P (M |y)P (c), (18)

where the term P (M |y) is the pixel-wise posterior, of the

model M , given a pixel value y:

P (Mj={f,b}|y) =
P (y|Mj)P (Mj)

P (y)
. (19)

Marginalising (18) over the model M , the pixel-wise posterior

probability of contour c given a pixel x with value y is defined

as:

P (c|x,y) =
1

P (x)

∑

i=f,b

{P (x|c,Mi)P (Mi|y)}P (c). (20)

The overall pixel-wise posterior of the catheter contour c given

all pixel data Ω is expressed as

P (c|Ω) =
N
∏

j=1





∑

i=f,b

{P (x|c,Mi)P (Mi|y)}



P (c) (21)

This pixel-wise posterior takes into account every single pixel

in the foreground and the background. Taking advantage of

modeling the likelihood of foreground and background by

a non-parametric probability distribution using a histogram,

this probabilistic framework can be utilized with several types

of prior knowledge. In the proposed approach, the values

and Frangi filtering magnitudes of the image are used as the

measurements. Frangi filter helps to enhance vessels in images

by examining the multiscale second order local structure of an

image proposed by Frangi et al. [25].

The initial estimated tube model in the 2D image plane is

defined by the contour and the probabilistic framework (21)

allow tracking to be performed by maximizing the posterior of

contour c with respect to the knot points Ki. The log posterior

of (21) is

◦

c = argmax
c

N
∑

i=1

log{P (xi|c,yi)}+ log(P (c)), (22)

where P (xi|c,yi) is defined as [4]

Hε(Φ(xi))P (yi|Mf )+(1−Hε(Φ(xi)))P (yi|Mb)
∑

i=1 Hε(Φ(xi))P (yi|Mf )+
∑N

i=1(1−Hε(Φ(xi)))P (yi|Mb)
.

(23)

The Φ(x) is a signed distance function such that

Φ(x) =











0 if x ∈ c

dist if x ∈ Ωf

−dist if x ∈ Ωb

,
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Fig. 6.

where dist is the Euclidean distance between a pixel at

location x and the nearest pixel belonging to the contour c.

The function Hε is a smooth Heaviside function:

Hε(Φ(x)) =











1
2 (1.0 +

Φ(x)
ε

+ 1
π
sin(Φ(x)π

ε
)) if −ε ≤Φ(x)≤ ε

0 if Φ(x) < −ε

1 if Φ(x) > ε

To optimize (22), we use a Gauss-Newton algorithm as sug-

gested by [20]. The update ∆x for each knot point is obtained

as:

∆x =





|Ω|
∑

m=1

B2
mJT

mJm





|Ω|
∑

m=1

JT
mBm, (24)

where |Ω| is the number of pixel and the Jacobian at each

pixel being expressed as:

Jm =
δHǫ

δΦ

δΦ

δx

∣

∣

∣

∣

x=xm

= δε(Φ)∇Φ(xm) (25)

and

Bm =
P (yi|Mf )− P (yi|Mb)

P (yi|Mf )Hε(xm) + P (yi|Mb)(1−Hε(xm))
. (26)

Utilizing the δε function makes only pixels that lie inside a

narrow range affect the Jacobian. So, an update for each knot

point uses the sum of ∆x calculated from point x around the

point belong to the contour. Figure 6 shows an example of the

proposed catheter tracking in the 2D image plane. .

E. Dynamic twist-induced strain estimation

With all the above preliminary preparation, the dynamic

twist can now be estimated by fusing the initial shape recon-

structed by the FBG shape sensing and its correct projection in

the 2D image plane obtained from sec. III-D. An optimization

problem is formulated to vary the dynamic twist εTwist so that

the 2D projected shape from the knot points matches the shape

that resulted from the catheter tracking in the image plane. The

final bend-induced strains are calculated as

εBend,i∈{1,2,3} = εi − ε0 − εTwist. (27)

The twist-induced strain vector εTwist is estimated by mini-

mizing the cost function

arg min
εTwist

D(εTwist) + aELocalize(εTwist), (28)

where the term D is the distance between the catheter shape

in the image plane calculated in the catheter tracking in 2D

image step and the projection of the 3D shape reconstructed

from the newly calculated strains from (27). ELocalize is the

localization error of the computed catheter shape in the EMT

coordinate frame. The scaling factor a regulates the relative

effect between these terms. D is defined by

D =
1

n

n
∑

i=1

G2(proj(sei )) (29)

where n is the total number of points used to represent

the catheter centerline model in EMT coordinates. The term

proj(sei ) is the projection of the catheter shape in the 2D

image plane. G is the function that expresses the distance

between proj(sei ) and its closest point in the 2D image of

catheter tube model found from the fluoroscopy-based catheter

tracking. This distance is calculated by the Euclidean distance.

The term ELocalize is calculated as a sum of squares of

residual errors:

ELocalize =
1

4

4
∑

i=1

||Ne
i −

e
f TN

f
i ||

2 (30)

Using this approach, the twist-induced strain εTwist is es-

timated such that it maximizes the correspondence between

the reconstructed shape Se with the catheter shape in the 2D

image plane and the poses of EMT sensors in EMT coordinate

frame. Note that the newly estimated εTwist will be used

advantageously throughout the upcoming time steps until the

next fluoroscopic image is available.

The iterative approach to estimate εTwist is not guaranteed

to converge to the global optimum. However, experiments

reported in sec. IV support that incorporating fluoroscopic

images and EMT pose measurements effectively improves the

accuracy of the overall shape reconstruction.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT

A. Experimental setup for 2D and 3D verification

To evaluate the proposed approach, three experiments were

carried out in a lab setup. The first experiment was designed

to verify the efficiency of the method in an in-plane bending

case. The catheter was placed on top of a table-top NDI Aurora

EMT field generator. A monocular Prosilica camera (Allied

Vision Technology, Germany) was positioned approximately

50 cm above the setup, facing downward to mimic the fluo-

roscopy. The camera image plane was parallel to the plane of

the EMT field generator. The catheter detailed in sec. II was

used for this experiment. During the experiment, the catheter

bent in 2 directions in a plane that parallel to the camera’s

image plane as shown in Fig. 10(a). This allows maximizing

the area captured by the camera. Therefore, the image ensured

to incorporate as much spatial information as possible. The

camera images recorded at 30 frames per second (fps) while

the catheter bending.

The second and the third experiment were carried out to

evaluate the effect of the algorithm in 3D and a retraction was

conducted for this purpose. In this experiment, two tubes with

predefined shapes, given as mathematical functions were 3D
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a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 7. a) c) The designs of the 3D printed tubes for 3D validation; b)
d) the 3D printed tubes were registered to the EMT coordinate frame by
sliding an EMT sensor along the tubes. The red points are EMT positions
gathered during this action.

a) b)

Fig. 8.

printed. The 3D printed tubes were made of TuskXC2700T

with a resolution of 0.20 mm by Materialise (Leuven, Bel-

gium). A polishing process was used to increase the inner

surface’s smoothness of the 3D printed tubes to assure the

catheter was completely coaxial with the tubes while moving

inside. To mitigate the flexing of 3D printed tubes, they were

placed in a box and silicone adhesive was used to constrain at

various points along the tube length as shown in Fig. 8(b). The

box was then fixed on top of the field generator to ensure that

the tubes could not move during retraction. The designs of 3D

printed tubes is shown in Fig. 7(a)(c). The inner diameter of

the tubes 4.2 mm which closely fitted the outer diameter

of the catheter sheath, The arc lengths of the tubes were

500 mm long. The catheter was retracted in the printed tubes

instead of inserting in order to minimize the friction applied

on the catheter. During the experiment, the wavelengths of the

fiber and the pose measurements from the EMT sensors were

recorded to reconstruct the shape of the catheter. .

B. Registration of EMT coordinate and image frame

A known size chessboard pattern was used to register the

EMT coordinate and the image frame as shown in Fig. 9. First,

the positions of four outer corners of the planar pattern were

recorded in the EMT coordinate frame. The 3D coordinates

of the inner corners of the pattern were calculated based on

the real geometry of the pattern. This 3D set of coordinates is

denoted as Oe
3×n = [m1...mn]. An image was obtained by the

camera and undistorted by the camera distortion parameters

a) b)

Top le�:-98.78, 83.27, -118.70 Top right:-91.57, -91.24, -185.17

Bo�om right: 27.02, -88.17, -145.41Bo�om le�: 23.21, 86.40, -148.74

Fig. 9. a) Experimental setup for EMT - image plane registration; b)
The red points are the projected points in the image frame, the yellow
arrows show the measurement points of the EMT sensors.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 10. a) Image captured by camera; b) result of color segmentation
and skeletonization process; c) 3D ground truth shape in EMT coordi-
nate frame.

[26]. A chessboard pattern detection algorithm [27] was per-

formed to find coordinates of corner points in the undistorted

image. The set of 2D corner coordinates in the image plane

{im} is denoted as Qim
2×n = [q1...qn]. The matrix Qim is

rearranged to make each column ith in Qim as a 2D projection

of the ith point in Oe. The 2×4 projection matrix P to project

the 3D coordinate from the EMT frame to the 2D image plane

is obtained by solving the following optimization problem:

minP

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

P

[

Oe
3×n

11×n

]

−Qim
2×n

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

, (31)

A unique optimal solution can be calculated with an appro-

priate number of points (at least 4 points should be used).

In our experiments. 45 points were used to register the EMT

coordinate frame with the image plane as shown in Fig. 9. The

mean residual error was 0.59 ± 0.05 mm and the maximum

residual error was 1.56 mm.

C. Ground truth generation

The ground truth data for evaluating the accuracy of our

method in the first experiment generated from the images

acquired with the camera. The images first processed to

extract the catheter shape in 2D by color segmentation. Each

contour in the image evaluated to find the contour that the

largest area. This contour considered as the catheter’s contour.

The algorithm from Lee et al. used to skeletonize the contour

[28]. The set of points that belonged to the skeleton was the

2D projected shape of the catheter in the image plane. An

affine transformation performed to map this set of points to
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the EMT coordinate frame. Since the catheter bent in the

x-y plane, the z value should be constant. It determined by

averaging the z value from the 2 attached EMT sensors. The

3D set of skeleton points then approximated with the B-spline

curve presented in Section III-C. This spline treated as the

ground truth. The ground truth generation process is described

in Fig. 10.

In the second and third experiments, the 3D printed tubes

were fixed on top of the field generator. Since the 3D printed

tubes were made with predefined mathematical functions:

x = 49.525(2cos(t)− cos(2t))sin(2t)

y = 53.025(2sin(t)− sin(2t))cos(2t),

z = 100t

(32)

where t = [0.775π 1.505π] in the second experiment and

x = 8tcos(t)

y = 8tsin(t),

z = 12t

(33)

where t = [0.5π 3.8π] in the third experiment, the ground

truth shapes of the catheter during the retraction process were

known. The positions of the 3D tube in the EMT coordinate

frame were determined by sliding an EMT sensor along the 3D

tubes to gather position data as shown in Fig. 7(b)(d). This set

of data allows the tube’s positions in the EMT coordinate by

using the above point-based registration method. The ground

truth shapes provided by the mathematical functions were also

used to generate idealistic fluoroscopic views of the scene.

This was necessary because the 3D printed tubes were not

transparent, which means that the catheter shapes during the

retraction process could not be captured by the camera. The

use of the virtual camera to simulate the fluoroscopic system

also helps to exclude errors caused by the registration process

between the 2 coordinate frames. The virtual camera was

placed on top of the 3D printed tubes and the generated image

size was set to 512 × 512 px.

D. Evaluation methodology

The reconstructed shape by our method is compared to the

ground truth shape via the following metrics:

• the maximum distance error between the reconstructed

and ground truth shape,

• the rms error, and

• the rms error along the respective x,y and z axes of the

EMT coordinate frame.

The distance error dmin(S
e
gt,S

e
est(i)) is the distance between

the ith point of the estimated shape Se
est to the closest point

on the Se
gt shape. In our error evaluation, two methods were

compared. The error in shape reconstruction using only FBG

(without twist compensation) and the shape sensing using

the proposed method (i.e. shape reconstructed with the twist

compensated strain) were compared.

E. Results and discussion

The spatial calibration step was first carried out to find the

corresponding shape points lBase and lTip of the 2 EMT sensors.

The calibration transformation matrix TCalib determined

for each EMT sensor to shift the EMT measurements to

the corresponding points on centerline of the catheter. The

results of the shape reconstruction in the in-plane bending

experiment are shown in Fig. 11. Two approaches to decide

when a fluoroscopic image should be taken were conducted.

The first approach compares the error in the registration

between the EMT and the shape reconstruction frame in the

process of localization the reconstructed shape in the EMT

frame (ELocalize) with a predefined threshold value. If the

registration error exceeds the threshold value, a fluoroscopic

image would be commanded to re-estimate the twist-induced

strain. In the in-plane bending experiment, the threshold was

examined with two values - 0.7 mm and 0.9 mm. . The lower

the threshold value, the higher the number of fluoroscopic

will be taken which leads to higher accuracy but also higher

exposure to radiation. The second approach takes fluoroscopic

images at a fixed rate. In the 3D verification experiments, the

simulated image was generated at respectively 0.6 Hz and 0.3

Hz. The time steps where fluoroscopic images were taken

are marked with green dots in Fig. 11(b)(c). The proposed

catheter shape reconstruction method able to run at 30 Hz. By

incorporating fluoroscopic measurements, the reconstructed

shape improved. The catheter was first put in a straight

configuration followed by bending left and right on the plane

that parallel to the field generator. The green line shows the

error obtained with improved FBG-based shape reconstruction

method suggested by Al-Ahmad et al. [7], while the blue

line and the magenta line show the errors obtained by the

proposed framework with the threshold value of 0.7 mm and

0.9 mm, respectively. The error in the improved FBG-based

shape reconstruction algorithm increased when the catheter

was bent left. The calibration for twist compensation suggested

by Al-Ahmad et al. able to estimate the internal twist. This

internal twist is defined as the amount of twist that presents

even if the fiber is in an externally unloaded state, or is

bent in a plane. To estimate the internal twist, the catheter

was bent in one direction such that the entire shape sensing

length is in-plane and under a certain curvature. By this

calibration step, the bending angle due to intrinsic twist could

be computed. This bending angle due to intrinsic twist is then

used to compensate for the contribution of the intrinsic twist

onto the bend angle θb. The calibration for the internal twist

compensation step suggested in [7] was performed on the

experiment catheter by bending the catheter to the right-hand

side on the plane that is parallel to the field generator. As it

can be seen in Fig. 11(a)(b), the calibration for the internal

twist compensation can help solve the twist problem for the

bending direction in which the calibration was taken (i.e. when

the catheter is bent right) but it does not address the problem

completely as bending plane and orientation may change often

and bending is not restricted to take place in one plane. By

applying the proposed framework to estimate the twist-induced

strain with the predefined threshold values of 0.7 mm, both the

median of the max distance error and the rms error decreased

from 1.14 mm to 0.86 mm and from 0.52 mm to 0.39 mm,

respectively. Moreover, the errors were more consistent. The

interquartile of the max distance error and the rms error of
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Fig. 11. In-plane bending experiment results a) images captured by camera; b) root mean square (rms) error and c) max distance error; d) analysis
of each evaluation metric comparing reconstruction errors when using only EMT and FBG data and the here proposed framework (EMT + FBG +
Fluoroscopy) of shape reconstruction for the in-plane experiment.
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Fig. 12. First 3D experiment results a) simulated images; b) rms error and c) max distance error; d) analysis of each evaluation metric comparing the
reconstruction errors when using only EMT and FBG data and the here proposed framework (EMT + FBG + Fluoroscopy) of shape reconstruction
for the second 3D experiment.
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Fig. 13. Second 3D experiment results a) simulated images; b) rms error and c) max distance error; d) analysis of each evaluation metric
comparing the reconstruction errors when using only EMT and FBG data and the here proposed framework (EMT + FBG + Fluoroscopy) of shape
reconstruction for the third 3D experiment.
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the proposed framework were 0.41 mm and 0.10 mm, while

those of the shape reconstruction method in [7] were 0.55 mm

and 0.36 mm. The overall error in shape reconstruction also

decreased in the case that the threshold value was set to

0.9 mm. However, improved accuracy was achieved with

the threshold value of 0.7 mm since a higher number of

fluoroscopic images was taken. Note that respectively 7 and 6

images were captured when the threshold was set to 0.7 mm

and 0.9 mm during 36 seconds bending in-plane experiment,

respectively.

Figure 12 and 13 show the results of the two 3D bending

experiments. The catheter was first inserted into the 3D

printed tubes. The data was recorded during retraction. By

incorporating the 2D images in the shape reconstruction, both

the median of the max distance error and the median of the

rms error in the second experiment decreased from 2.38 mm

to 1.32 mm and from 0.96 mm to 0.76 mm with the image

frequency setting at 0.6 Hz, respectively. The same pattern

can be seen in the third experiment. The median of the

max distance error and median of rms error decreased from

2.16 mm to 1.16 mm and 0.86 mm to 0.54 mm with the

image frequency setting at 0.6 Hz. There was a slight increase

in rms error along the z-axis from 0.42 mm to 0.55 mm in the

second experiment. It is believed that this is caused by the fact

that the simulated camera was placed parallel to the natural

plane of the 3D printed tube and the 2D image cannot capture

much information of the catheter in the z-direction. In practice,

this problem can be solved by choosing the orientation of the

fluoroscope so that it maximizes the spatial information that

is captured. The optimal orientation of the fluoroscope could

be determined based on pre-operative models of the patient’s

anatomy. Moreover, biplane fluoroscopy could be used to

capture images from different angles which in theory could

further improve the performance of the fusion framework.

To figure out whether the incorporation of fluoroscopic

images improves the shape sensing accuracy, statistical hy-

pothesis testing was conducted. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test is

used to compare the results of the proposed fusion framework

and the traditional FBG-based shape sensing for max error

and RMS error ( significant level is set to 0.05). For both

in-plane bending and 3D experiments, the low p-values (pw)

for max error and RMS error (pw << 0.05) show that

incorporating fluoroscopic information significantly changes

the shape sensing accuracy. The rms percentage error of our

method (0.32%) are comparable with the mean percentage

error of Jäckle et al. [5] (0.3%). similar pattern can be seen

in max percentage error. However, the results in [5] obtained

with static experiments. During the dynamic experiments,

the catheter continuously underwent different strong bending

configurations (with curvature up to 40 m−1). Thus, the results

of our dynamic 3D experiments are more promising. Currently,

the algorithm implemented in MATLAB (The MathWorks,

Inc., Massachusetts, United States) and can run at 12 Hz. The

most time-consuming task is attributed to catheter tracking

in 2D image step. In the future, Processing Unit (GPU)

computing will be integrated to reduce the image processing

time in order to increase the frequency of the proposed fusion

framework.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, a novel robust framework to reconstruct the

3D shape of a catheter during the procedure was introduced.

A catheter consisting of a multi-core fiber and 2 EMT sensors

was built and necessary spatial calibration steps conducted

to localize the position of the reconstructed shape in the

EMT coordinate were described. A method to estimate the

twist-induced strain to improve the accuracy of the shape

reconstruction by incorporating the sparse 2D X-ray images

was proposed. The proposed framework was evaluated with

2D and 3D dynamic experiments.

With a sensorised length of 170 mm, a percentage rms

error of 0.23% in the 2D experiment and 0.32% in the

3D experiment were achieved. The performance exceeds the

performance reported in all other works the authors are

aware of. The sensed shape of the catheter can be overlaid

on X-ray images. In this way, a clinician could navigate the

catheter during a procedure without the need of continuous

fluoroscopy or high-frame-rate fluoroscopy. Conventional 7.5-

FPS fluoroscopy is usually used during catheter ablation of

atrial fibrillation. The report from Lee et al. showed that ap-

proximately 95% reduction was observed in radiation exposure

quantified as dose area product by using 2-FPS instead of

7.5-FPS fluoroscopy [29]. Our proposed method allows the

use of low-frame-rate fluoroscopy (approximately 1-FPS flu-

oroscopy) while providing continuous high accuracy position

and shape information of the catheter for the interventionalists,

which helps to reduce harmful exposure during procedure.

In future, animal experiments will be conducted to assess

the performance of the proposed shape sensing algorithm in-

vivo.
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